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If a vehicle mount antenna requires modification to a fixed position configuration usage, 
ZCG can supply a A-4266 series mast mount adaptor suitable for SG series antenna for 
mounting onto an external pole, tripod or wall mounting.

Antennas, coaxial feeder cable, water-proofing, mounting hardware and other installation 
accessories are all available separately.
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A-4266 adaptor with 1/2”-12BSW 
female thread

A-4266-2 adaptor with 1/2”-
12BSW female thread and 8mm 

hole through entire adaptor

A-4266-4 adaptor with 1/2”-
12BSW female thread both ends

A-4266-4-B adaptor with 1/2”-
12BSW female thread both ends 

and incl. 1/2”-12 BSW bolt

ZCG recommended mounting arrangement on following page...

A-4266-8 adaptor with 1/2”-
12BSW female thread and 

1/4”-20UNC thread

A-4266 A-4266-2 A-4266-4* A-4266-5* A-4266-8* A-4266-3*

Construction CNC lathed corrosion resistant aluminium CNC lathed 304 
stainless steel

Length 150mm 2.0m 150mm

Diameter 25mm O.D. 30mm O.D. 25mm O.D.

Thread Top: 1/2”-12 BSW

Top: 1/2”-12 BSW
Bottom: 8mm 
hole through 
middle

Top: 1/2”-12 BSW 
female
Bottom: 1/2”-12 BSW 
female

Top: 1/2”-12 BSW 
female

Top: 1/2”-12 BSW 
female
Bottom: 1/4”-
20UNC female

Top: M12 x 1.75 
female

Suitable antennas
All SG series 
antennas, exclud-
ing SGL series

Any bottom exit 
SG series with no 
connector

All SG series 
antennas, 
excluding SGL series

All SG series re-
quiring extended 
mounting

Suitable for 
small tripod 
mounting

SGDB-SS-S series 
or any M12 x 
1.75 male thread

Installation
requirements

If spring base present, remove spring base and attach mast mount adaptor using thread. Ensure mast mount adaptor is 
tightly attached up to the bottom face of the mount ferrule. Some loctite may be applied for long term attachment. The mast 

mount adaptor will require mounting clamp/s, see below.
Alternatively ZCG can fit any A-4266 series onto your SG series during manufacture for ease of installation.

Mounting 
hardware order 
separate

Parallel: 2 x EB1-SS or 1 x UB3-SS
Right-angle: 2 x RB8, 2 x RB8-L or 1 x UB2-SS

Alternative: For the A-4266-4, utilising the spring base bolt mounting into a 12.7mm hole or bracket.
Alternative: A-4266-4-B model includes 1/2”-12 BSW bolt for SG-TPM series without spring bases and bolts

*Build to order 
item
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*Build to order 
item

STEP 1: Unscrew spring base from 
antenna mounting ferrule

STEP 2: Screw your A-4266 series 
adaptor onto your mount ferrule 
thread - side exit cable models only

STEP 3: Screw your A-4266 series 
adaptor onto your ferrule until flush 
- loctite can be applied for long 
term installations

STEP 4: Install your mounting 
hardware onto your A-4266 series 
adaptor - example used RB8-L, 
will require 2 RB8-L for secure 
mounting.

Alternatively: For A-4266-4 
adaptors only, you can mount 
using the spring base bolt in the 
bottom 1/2”-12BSW thread into a 
12.7mm hole or suitable bracket. 
If antenna didn’t have spring base 
such as SGDB-TPM please purchase 
a A-4266-4-B which includes a 1/2”-
12BSW bolt with spring washer.

STEP 1: This is for bottom exit cable 
SG series antennas only such as 
SGDB-TPM-BE. Remove connector 
if terminated. 

STEP 2: Insert cable into the 
A-4266-2 adaptor and push 
through

STEP 3: Screw your A-4266-2 
adaptor onto your ferrule until flush 
- loctite can be applied for long 
term installations

STEP 4: Install your mounting 
hardware onto your A-4266-4 series 
adaptor - example used RB8-L, 
will require 2 RB8-L for secure 
mounting.

A-4266-2  Fitment Guide

A-4266 Series Fitment Guide


